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Abstract
We present a fully abstract model for concurrent constraint programming which
besides describing the results of terminating computations also describes the results
of those nonterminating computations which are fair with respect to the parallel
agents The justication of the recursive denition of the model is given in terms
of the least xpoint of a function which is continuous with respect to reverse set
inclusion
 Introduction
Concurrent constraint programming  ccp for short is a concurrent pro
gramming paradigm which derives from replacing the storeasvaluation con
cept of von Neumann computing by the storeasconstraint model The com
putational model of ccp is based on a global store represented by a constraint
which expresses some partial information on the values of the variables in
volved in the computation The concurrent execution of di	erent processes
which interact via the common store re
nes the partial information of the
values of the variables by adding telling constraints to the store Communi
cation and synchronization are achieved by allowing processes to test ask if
the store entails a constraint before proceeding in the computation These tell
and ask operations are operationally de
ned in terms of the logical notions of
conjunction and entailment supported by a given underlying constraint sys
tem
c
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Di	erent semantic structures have been proposed for ccp   for mod
eling in a compositional and fully abstract way the results of terminating
computations In this paper we address the problem of a fully abstract model
which also describes the exact results of nonterminating fair computations
The result of a nonterminating computation is de
ned as the conjunction of
all the intermediate stores Fairness is de
ned with respect to parallel com
position
We introduce a simple fully abstract model based on sets of reactive se
quences  Reactive sequences describe the interaction between a ccp
agent and an arbitrary parallel environment The set of reactive sequences
associated with a ccp agent is obtained as the least 
xpoint of a continuous
function The underlying ordering is that of simple reverse setinclusion The
model itself is shown to be compositional with respect to the operators of ccp
namely the nondeterministic choice operator parallel composition and the
hiding operator
The only other attempt to describe the exact results of nonterminating
computations in ccp we are aware of is  which uses categorical techniques
namely Lehmanns powerdomain construction Methodologically we follow
the same approach as that of  We also 
rst de
ne a compositional 
xpoint
semantics and then obtain a fully abstract model by applying an appropriate
abstraction operator In our framework however it is straightforward to prove
that this abstraction operator preserves compositionality while in  this re
mains to be proved The omission of such a proof in  may be due to the
fact as stated by the authors themselves that it is not clear how this cate
gorical 
xpoint construction relates to the computation rules and the fairness
requirement On the other hand we show in this paper how to de
ne a con
tinuous 
xpoint construction based on simple setinclusion Continuity in our
framework derives from simple properties of sets of reactive sequences which
express the computational characteristics of in
nite behaviour and fairness
 Constraint Systems
We adopt the approach of  which de
nes the notion of constraint system
along the lines of Scotts information systems  Intuitively an infor
mation system consists of a set of elements each of which represents some
consistent information and an entailment relation  which establishes which
elements can be derived from which other ones In the view of  a constraint
system is the same kind of structure the only di	erence is the presence of an
additional element representing inconsistency The term constraint refers to
the fact that the elements of a constraint system usually involve variables ie
they establish bounds to the range of values that such variables can assume
Following  we regard a constraint system as a complete algebraic lattice
in which the ordering v is the reverse of the the entailment relation c v d
means that d contains more information than c The top element false
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represents inconsistency the bottom element true is the empty constraint
and the least upper bound lub t represents the join of information ie the
logical and We refer to  for more details about the construction of such a
structure
Denition  A constraint system C is a complete algebraic lattice
CC
f
vt true false
where C the set of constraints is a set ordered wrt v C
f
is the set of nite
elements t is the lub operation and true false are the least and greatest
elements of C respectively
We recall that
i C is a complete lattice means that every subset of C has a least upper
bound in C
ii an element c  C is nite i	 for any directed subset D of C c v
F
D
implies c v d for some d  D
iii C is algebraic means that every element c  C is the least upper bound
of the 
nite elements which are smaller than c
Moreover we assume that C is nitary ie that for every 
nite element c the
set of 
nite elements below it is 
nite
In order to model hiding of local variables and parameter passing in con
straint programming in  the notion of constraint system is enriched with
cylindrication operators and diagonal elements concepts borrowed from the
theory of cylindric algebras Henkin Monk and Tarski
Assume given a denumerable set of variables Var with typical elements
x y z    and consider a family of operators f
x
j x  Varg cylindri
cation
operators and of constants fd
xy
j x y  Varg diagonal elements Starting
from a constraint system C de
ne a a cylindric constraint system C as the
constraint system whose support set C

is the smallest such that
C

 C  f
x
c j x  Var c  C

g  fd
xy
j x y  Varg
modulo the identities and with the additional relations derived by the following
axioms where c c
i
 d indicate 
nite constraints and 
x
ctd stands for 
x
ct
d
A 
x
c v c
A if c v d then 
x
c v 
x
d
A 
x
c t 
x
d  
x
c t 
x
d
A 
x

y
c  
y

x
c
A d
xx
 true
A if z  x y then d
xy
 
z
d
xz
t d
zy

A	 if x  y then c v d
xy
t 
x
c t d
xy

These laws give to 
x
the avour of a 
rstorder existential quantier as
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the notation suggest The constraint d
xy
can be interpreted as the equality
between x and y Cylindri
cation and diagonal elements allow us to model the
variable renaming of a formula  in fact by the above axioms the formula

x
d
xy
t  can be interpreted as the formula yx namely the formula
obtained from  by replacing all the free occurrences of x by y
 The language ccp
Assume given a cylindric constraint system C on a set of variables Var and
set Proc of procedure variables with typical element p Ccp agents denoted
by A are described by the following grammar
A  c j
n
X
i
c
i
 A
i
j A k A j 
x
A j px
The execution of the agent c consists of adding telling the constraint c
to the current store Nondeterministic choice is described by the construct
P
n
i
c
i
 A
i
 Its execution consists of the execution of one of the A
i
for
which the corresponding constraint c
i
is entailed by the current store In case
none of the constraints c
i
is entailed by the current store the execution of
P
n
i
c
i
 A
i
suspends Parallel composition is denoted by k and modeled by
interleaving The variable x in the agent A is turned into a local variable in
the agent 
x
A A call of a procedure p with actual parameter x is described
by the agent px
A declaration is of the form px  A A 
nite set of declarations we
denote by D We assume that the constraints occurring in a ccp program
which consists of a set of declarations and an agent are 
nite Moreover we
assume that a set of declarations D does not contain multiple declarations
of the same procedure variable and does not contain free procedure variables
that is all the procedure variables occrring in the agent A with px  A  D
are de
ned in D We 
x a given set of declarations D Thus in the sequel
when referring to an agent A this set of declarations D is implicitly assumed
 The operational model
Table  gives a structural operational semantics of the language introduced
above It describes a transition relation between con
gurations which consist
of an agent and a constraint which represents the current store
The rules R and R should be selfexplanatory observe that the agent c
terminates in a store d if d entails c
Rule R models parallel composition as interleaving In order to enforce
fairness with respect to parallel agents we have introduced auxiliary operators
k


 where  denotes an in
nite sequence of positive natural numbers For
  n 

ie the number n followed by the sequence 

 the agent A inA k


B
is given priority for the 
rst n computation steps After n computation steps a

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change in priority is introduced This is described by the following notational
convention A k


B stands for B k


A We observe that in ccp strong
fairness and weak fairness coincide since once a query of a choice construct is
enabled it remains so
One of the more complicated rules is rule R which describes local vari
ables in terms of auxiliary operators of the form 
d
x
 where the constraint d is
intended to represent the local store containing information about the local
variable x In order to execute the agent 
d
x
A in a store c we have to hide the
variable x in c which represents the global variable x The information on the
local variable x is given by d consequently the execution of 
d
x
A in c consists
of the execution of A in 
x
c t d Suppose the result of this computation step
is the agent B and the store d

 To return to the outer level again we have
to hide the local variable x in d

in order to avoid clashes with global variable
x The information on the global variable x is given by the initial store c
Consequently the new global store is given by ct
x
d

and the new local store
by d


In rule R the variables x and y are assumed to be distinct In case the
actual parameter equals syntactically the formal parameter we simply replace
the call by the corresponding body otherwise we additionally introduce the
actual parameter as an alias of the formal parameter which in turn is made
local
It should be noted that in ccp due to the monotonic evolution of the
common store recursion can give rise to nonterminating computations with
an in
nite result only in combination with local variables A typical example
is the agent px declared by 
y
x  fy k py The agent px generates
for every n the constraint 
y
x  f
n
y f
n
y denotes the term consisting of
n applications of f to y
In the sequel the term agent when not explicitly said otherwise will refer
to the class of extended agents that is agents which may contain the auxiliary
operators introduced above
Denition  A computation is a possibly innite sequence of transitions
hA

 c

i  hA

 c

i     which in case it is nite cannot be extended The
set of all computations starting from hA ci we denote by CompA c
Denition  A resting point of an agent A is a constraint c for which
there exists a computation of A starting in c which does not produce more
information We introduce A
hci
 a socalled 
nal transition to indicate that
c is a resting point of A Moreover we introduce A
hcdi
 B as socalled in
putoutput transition as a notational variant of hA ci  hB di A sequence
A

hc

d

i
 A

hc

d

i
 A

   of input	output transitions which in case it is nite
terminates with a nal transition is also called an interactive computation of
A


Note that since the constraints occurring in an agent are 
nite we have

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that the result of any computation is a resting point if a parallel agent is
not enabled in any intermediate store it will not be so in the union of all the
stores
Ccp agents have the following nite prex property
Theorem  Let A be an agent and   hc

 d

i     hc
n
 d
n
i    be an in
nite sequence of pairs of nite constraints such that for every n we have an
interactive computation hc

 d

i     hc
n
 d
n
i h
F
i
c
i
 i of A Then there exists
an innite interactive computation 

of A which equals  apart from addi
tional stuttering steps ie steps of the form hc ci
Proof Let A be an agent and hc

 d

i     hc
n
 d
n
i    be an in
nite sequence
of pairs of 
nite constraints such that for every n we have an interactive
computation hc

 d

i     hc
n
 d
n
i h
F
i
c
i
 i of A Let 	 denote the standard
transition relation of ccp extended to agents containing the auxiliary opera
tors k


 This transition relation is 
nitely branching the parallel operator
is modeled by arbitrary possibly unfair interleavings Therefore we can con
struct a ccpcomputation hc

 d

i     hc
n
 d
n
i    of A Fairness is ensured
because
F
i
c
i
by construction is a resting point of each of the intermediate
agents Consequently if some agent B is enabled in c
i
 then we have a transi
tion hB c
i
i  hB

 di for some d which is entailed by
F
i
c
i
 It follows that
there exists a store c
j
 with j 
 i which entails d Thus we can activate B in
c
j
 which results in a stuttering step hc
j
 c
j
i 

 The observables
The standard notion of observables for ccp are the results computed by an
agent for a given initial store The result of a computation is de
ned as the
least upper bound of all the stores occurring in the computation which due
to the monotonic properties of ccp form a chain More formally given a 
nite
or in
nite computation  of the form
hA

 c

i  hA

 c

i    hA
i
 c
i
i  
the result of  denoted by result is the constraint
F
i
c
i

Denition  The observables The mapping O  Agents  PC
f
C
which gives the observables of an agent is dened by
OA  fhc resulti j   CompA c c  C
f
g
Observe that in the above de
nition the input constraint c is required to
be 
nite

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R hc di  hc c t di if d  c
R h
P
n
i
c
i
 A
i
 di  hA
i
 di if d  c
i
R
hA ci  hA

 di
hA k B ci  hA

k


B di j hB k


A di
hB k A ci  hA

k


B di j hB k


A di
hA k

n
B ci  hA

k

n
B di
hA ci  hB ci  hB

 di
hA k

n
B ci  hA k

n
B

 di
R
hA
x
c t di  hB d

i
h
d
x
A ci  h
d

x
B c t 
x
d

i
R
hA ci  hB di
hpx ci  hB di
h
d
xy
x
A ci  hB di
hpy ci  hB di
px  A  D
Table 
The transition system T 
 Denotational semantics
 A compositional model
The basic concept of our model is that of a computation step A computation
step is a pair of constraints hc di where c and d are both 
nite constraints
such that c v d Such a computation step represents in case d is strictly
bigger than c the production of d given the input constraint c In case c
equals d it represents a stuttering step Stuttering steps are operationally
generated by the evaluation of a query of a choice construct by the execution
of procedure calls and possibly by a tell operation when it adds no more
information Finite sequences of computation steps we denote by     A
reactive sequence denoted by  is either an in
nite sequence of computation
steps or a 
nite one followed by a resting point represented by a pair of the
form hc i where c is a computable constraint
Denition  A constraint c is computable if there exists an agent A
c
such
that OA
c
  fhd d t ci j d  C
f
g

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We additionally require that the constraints of a reactive sequence are
monotonically increasing The set of all reactive sequences we denote by R
Sets of reactive sequences are denoted by S    The 
rst constraint of a
reactive sequence  we denote by rst and by result we denote the
resting point c in case  is 
nite and ends in hc i and the limit of all the
constraints of  in case  is in
nite
We associate with each agent possibly containing the auxiliary operators
k


and 
d
x
 a set of reactive sequences which are generated by the transition
system
Denition  Let hc di S for S a set of reactive sequences denote the set
of reactive sequences starting with hc di followed by a sequence of S note that
such a sequence of S is required to start with a constraint greater than or equal
to d We dene
RA 




















S
fhc di  RB j hA ci  hB dig

fhc i  RB j hA ci  hB cig

fhc i j hA ci g
In the above de
nition the set
fhc di  RB j hA ci  hB dig
generates the computation steps so the input constraint c is required to be

nite whereas the resting points are given by
fhc i  RB j hA ci  hB cig  fhc i j hA ci g
here the input constraint c may be in
nite
We next show how R can be obtained as the least 
xpoint of a continuous
operator associated with the above recursive de
nition ofR In order to de
ne
the semantic domain we need the following de
nition
Denition  Given an agent A the set of agents which result from replacing
the parallel operators of A by a leftmerge k


 is denoted by lmA and is
formally dened by
lmc  c
lm
P
n
i
c
i
 A
i
  f
P
n
i
c
i
 B
i
j B  lmA
i
g
lmA k B  fA

k


B

j A

 lmA B

 lmB for some g
lm
d
x
A  f
d
x
B j B  lmAg
lmpx  px

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Next we dene the leftmerge closure of an agent A denoted by

A For A
dierent from a procdure call

A is dened inductively as above Additionally
we dene px  lmA and py  lm
d
xy
x
A assuming the declaration
px  A
We have the following properties of

A
Proposition  Every agent B 

A for any A is nitely branching For
any constraint c there exist nitely many congurations hB

 di such that hB ci 
hB

 di
Proposition  If hA ci  hB di and B



B then there exists a A



A such that hA

 ci  hB

 di Conversely if for some A



A we have
hA

 ci  hB

 di for some B

 then we also have that hA ci  hB di for
some B such that B



B Moreover we have that hA ci  if and only if
hA

 ci  for every A



A
Next we introduce the semantic domain
Denition  An interpretation   Agents  R is called k

consistent if
A 
S
B

A
B Let I denote the set of k

consistent interpretations with
typical element  We introduce the following ordering on I For  

 I
 
I


i A  

A for any agent A This ordering turns I into a cpo
with 
F
i

i
A 
S
B

A
T
i

i
B
Now we can introduce the semantic operator corresponding with the above
recursive de
nition of R
Denition 	 Let F  I  I be dened as follows
F A 



















S
fhc di  B j hA ci  hB dig

fhc i  B j hA ci  hB cig

fhc i j hA ci g
The function F is wellde
ned
Lemma 
 If  is k

consistent so is F 
Proof Let  be k

consistent We proceed as follows By de
nition of F we
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have that F A equals

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

S
fhc di  B j hA ci  hB dig

fhc i  B j hA ci  hB cig

fhc i j hA ci g

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

We are given that  is k

consistent thus the set in  equals the set

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

S
fhc di 
S
B



B
B

 j hA ci  hB dig

fhc i  B j hA ci  hB cig

fhc i j hA ci g

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

From Proposition  it follows that the set in  is equal to the set

A



A

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

S
fhc di  B j hA

 ci  hB dig

fhc i  B j hA

 ci  hB cig

fhc i j hA

 ci g

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

Finally the set in  equals by de
nition of F the set
S
A



A
F A

 which
was to be proved 
Theorem  The function F is continuous
Proof We proceed as follows By de
nition of F we have that F 
F
i

i
A
equals

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

S
fhc di 
F
i

i
B j hA ci  hB dig

fhc i 
F
i

i
B j hA ci  hB cig

fhc i j hA ci g

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A


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By de
nition of the lub operation the set in  equals

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

S
fhc di 
S
B



B
T
i

i
B

 j hA ci  hB dig

fhc i 
S
B



B
T
i

i
B

 j hA ci  hB cig

fhc i j hA ci g

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

From Proposition  it follows that the set in  is equal to

A



A

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

S
fhc di 
T
i

i
B j hA

 ci  hB dig

fhc i 
T
i

i
B j hA

 ci  hB cig

fhc i j hA

 ci g

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

Since A



A is 
nitely branching the set in  equals

A



A
	
i

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

S
fhc di  
i
B j hA

 ci  hB dig

fhc i  
i
B j hA

 ci  hB cig

fhc i j hA ci g

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

By de
nition of F the set in  equals
S
A



A
T
i
F 
i
A

 which in turn by
de
nition of the lub operation equals
F
i
F 
i
A 
So we can de
ne R as the least 
xpoint of F and we have the following
wellknown characterization of R
Denition  Let 
n
 I be dened as follows


A  R

n
A  F 
n
A
It follows that R 
F
n

n

Next we show how to obtain the observables from R To this end we need
the following de
nitions
Denition  A reactive sequence  is connected if for all its consecutive
computation steps hc
n
 d
n
i and hc
n
 d
n
i we have that d
n
 c
n
 Addition
ally in case   hc

 d

i    hc
n
 d
n
ihc i is nite we require that d
n
 c
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The following theorem states the correctness of R
Theorem  We have the following characterization of the observables
OA  fhrst resulti j   RA  is connectedg
Next we show that R is compositional To this end we introduce the
semantic operators of parallel composition and hiding of local variables
Denition  For  and 

such that result  result

  k 

denotes
the set of sequences which consist of a monotonically increasing interleaving
of the computation steps of  and 

 and which in case both  and 

are
nite terminate in the same resting point as that of  and 

 If result 
result

 the set  k 

is empty
Denition  A sequence  is xconnected if


x
rst  rst that is the input constraint of  does not contain
information on x

for all its consecutive elements hc
n
 d
n
i hc
n
 i  acts here as a placeholder
for either a constraint in case of a computation step or  in case of a
resting point c
n
 
x
c
n
t d
n

A sequence is xconnected if the information on x provided by its input
constraints can be obtained as the conjunction of the information already
accumulated by the computation itself and the newly added information on
the remaining variables Thus roughly a sequence is xconnected if none of
its input constraints provides more information on x than has been already
accumulated by the computation itself
Denition  A sequence  is xinvariant if for all its computation steps
hc di d  
x
d t c
Roughly a sequence is xinvariant if its computation steps do not provide
more information on x
In order to de
ne the semantic hiding operator we need still the following
de
nition
Denition  A set S of reactive sequences is prexclosed if   S im
plies hresult i  S
We observe that RA for every A is pre
xclosed
Finally using the above de
nitions we can now de
ne the semantic hiding
operator
Denition 	 Let 
x
 denote the result of applying 
x
pointwise to the
constraints of  For a set of reactive sequences S we dene 
x
S as the prex
closure as dened in  of the set
f j 
x
  
x


 

 S  is xinvariant and 

is xconnectedg

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We observe that in general given a set S the set S

f j 
x
  
x


 

 S  is xinvariant and 

is xconnectedg
is not pre
xclosed Consider for example the declaration
px  
y
x  fy k py
Take for S the set Rpx It is not dicult to see that S

then equals the
set of all in
nite sequences hc ci hc ci    for any constraint c
Theorem 
 Let S k S

 for sets of reactive sequences S and S

 denote
the union of  k 

 for   S and 

 S

 The semantics R satises the
following equations
R
P
n
i
c
i
 A
i
 









S
i
f  RA
i
 j c
i
v rstg

fhc i j c
i
v d for i       ng
RA k B  RA k RB
R
x
A  
x
RA

 Full abstraction
We introduce the following abstraction operation
Denition  Let c  d if there exists a sequence of connected compu
tation steps hc

 c

i    hc
n
 c
n
i in  such that c

 c and c
n
 d so given
input constraint c we have that  can on its own move on to d We introduce
the following simulation relation between reactive sequences   

if  and


have the same result result  result

 and for every computation step
hc di of 

 with d strictly bigger than c we have that for some c

v c and
d v d

 c

  d

 A set of reactive sequences S is simulationclosed if it is
closed under the simulation relation  that is if   S and   

then also


 S
Intuitively   

if 

asks more and tells less The set simulation
closed sets of reactive sequences we denote by P

R
We observe that the simulation relation allows for both the addition and
deletion of stuttering steps This is to be contrasted with the paradigm of
imperative shared variable concurrency where abstraction from stuttering
steps is obtained by saturation only that is by adding them randomly see
 This di	erence stems from the fact that passing a query of a choice
construct in ccp does not need to be recorded unlike passing a guard in a
guarded command construct in an imperative language
Denition  For any set S of reactive sequences S

denotes the smallest
simulationclosed set which contains S
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Denition  We dene the fully abstract semantics R

by
R

A  RA

Next we show how to obtain the semantics R

as the least 
xpoint of a
continuous function
Denition  Let hc diS denote the set hc di S

 The function F


I  I is dened by
F

A 



















S
fhc di  B j hA ci  hB dig

S
fhc i  B j hA ci  hB cig

fhc i j hA ci g
Due to the simulation relation we cannot de
ne R

as the least 
xpoint
of the function F

 since for example a stuttering step now will give rise to
chaos In order to overcome this problem we restrict the semantic domain to
interpretations  such that A is consistent with respect to the simulation
closed set of 
nite sequences of inputoutput transitions of an agent A that
is the set of sequences of computation steps hc

 d

i    hc
n
 d
n
i such that for
some agents A

     A
n
we have A
hc

d

i
 A

  
hc
n
d
n
i
 A
n
 We 
rst give a
simple continuous 
xpoint characterization of this set
Denition  Let R

 C
f
 C
f


 with typical element     A subset
of R

we denote by T    We restrict to monotonically increasing sequences
Thus R

denotes the set of 
nite sequences of computation steps We ex
tend the simulation relation toR

and PR

 in the obvious way Moreover
by hc di  T we denote the set hc di  T 


Denition  We dene
PrefA 

fhc di  PrefB j hA ci  hB dig
Formally the semantics Pref is de
ned as the least 
xpoint of a corre
sponding function which is continuous with respect to pointwise extended
setinclusion so we iterate from the empty set Also it is straightforward to
check that Pref is compositional
We restrict to interpretations which are consistent with respect to the
semantics Pref in the following sense
Denition  By S  R

 for S  R we denote the set of all those nite
sequences of computation steps which are a prex of a sequence of S Let I
p
denote the set of k

consistent interpretations   Agents P

R such that
PrefA  A  R



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For example given the declaration px  px we have
px  fhc i j c  Cg
for any interpretation  of I
p
 since Prefpx   and S  R

  implies
that S  fhc i j c  Cg
Proposition  We have that I
p
is a cpo with respect to the ordering
introduced in denition 
For example observe that the bottom element  of I
p
is given by
A 

fS j PrefA  S  R

g
Lemma 	 F

is continuous on I
p

Proof Following the same pattern as the one of the proof of the continuity
of F it suces to prove that for any decreasing sequence hS
n
i
n
of simulation
closed sets of reactive sequences we have that hc di 
T
n
S
n

T
n
hc di  S
n

It is easy to see that the least 
xpoint of F

equals the semantics R


It should be noted that alternatively the semantics R

can be de
ned as
the least 
xpoint of a function which simultaneously computes the semantics
Pref
Theorem 
 The semantics R

is compositional and correct
Proof Correctness follows from the fact that the simulation relation does
not introduce connected sequences Compositionality with respect to the
choice operator follows from the distributivity of the simulation relation over
 S S



 S

S


 Concerning parallel composition and local variables
compositionality follows from the following equations 
x
S

 
x
S



and S k S



 S

k S




observe that in general we do not have that
for example  distributes over k 
Theorem  The semantics R

is fully abstract wrt to O
Proof We 
rst observe that the semantics R is 
nitely branching For any

nite sequence of computation steps  and 
nite input constraint c there
exist only 
nitely many d such that   hc di is a pre
x of a sequence of R
From thisTheorem  and the assumption that the underlying constraint
system is 
nitary it follows that the semantics R

satis
es the 
nitepre
x
property as well The fullabstraction proof then proceeds as for the 
nite
case 
 Conclusion
We presented a fully abstract model for ccp which describes the results of
both terminating and in
nite fair computations The justi
cation of the
recursive de
nition of the model is given in terms of the least 
xpoint of a
function which is continuous with respect to reverse setinclusion

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Concerning future work As in  we have given a global 
xpoint semantics
which is de
ned recursively in terms of onestep transitions generated by the
transition system Consequently we needed to prove continuity only for the
operation of actionpre
xing On the other hand a justi
cation of the recursive
de
nition of procedures in a local 
xpoint semantics requires continuity wrt
the other operators of the language Now the choice operator and parallel
composition indeed can be shown to be continuous However continuity of the
hiding operator has still to be resolved
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